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Abstract. Discovering faults in requirements specifications for distributed
reactive systems is a challenging problem since many issues that need
to be uncovered are a result of subtle component interactions that are
implied by the requirements, but not explicitly described by them. A
further difficulty is caused by the imprecise nature of industrial requirements specifications. This makes it difficult to construct valid models of
the possible compositions between the requirements, which would be a
valuable aid in uncovering such interactions.
The paper defines a formal semantics that characterizes a particular type
of imprecise compositional semantics derived from industrial case studies,
and a process algebra that describes the valid requirements compositions
for that formal semantics.
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Introduction

Telecommunications protocol requirements specifications often consist almost solely of normative MSC scenarios, together with english
text. Requirement specification MSC scenarios tend not to provide
a comprehensive set of examples, and contain implicit behavior that
can easily be missed, or misinterpreted by software developers. Studies have shown that approximately a third of all serious defects are a
result of poor requirements [11]. It is therefore important to derive a
comprehensive set of scenarios describing implicit compositions between the requirements for use in uncovering potential defects in
the specifications and as test purposes for the development process.
However, in various case studies at Motorola it has been shown that
although MSC scenarios are precise about message definitions and
exchanges, industrial requirements specifications are often imprecise

about their compositional semantics. That makes it difficult to construct a valid model of the requirements compositions. The MSC
scenarios in the case studies were annotated with global state like
information, which should make composition straightforward. However, these states were often used imprecisely across different requirements scenarios. Therefore not all the compositions that result from
treating the states as if they are precisely defined will be valid. We
will refer to these state like constructs as phases. Intuitively a phase
represents a set of global concurrent states with imprecise compositional semantics. Where the same phase occurs in two MSC scenarios
it is not immediate that it represents the same global states in both
scenarios. They can only safely be assumed to be the same states if
the phase is reached in a consistent manner in both scenarios.
The paper defines a formal phase semantics for MSC scenarios,
which was formulated from an industrial case study involving around
three hundred MSC scenarios. This formalizes when two occurrences
of a phase are consistently reached and define the same global concurrent states. This leads to a technique for synthesising phase composition processes from a collection of requirements scenarios. These
characterise the ‘valid’ compositions of requirements specifications
that have imprecise compositional semantics. The compositions are
a subset of those given by regarding the phases as precisely defined
concurrent global states. Note we use the term ‘valid’ within the
context of the industrial case studies.
Related Work
Preliminary results were first reported in [7]. The current paper differs in that it allows phases to be simultaneously active, describes
how to combine processes rather than traces and permits a temporal
context that controls when features can be concurrent.
There appears to no work in the literature that attempts to define a formal semantics for composition of informal MSC scenarios.
There are however several papers concerned with model synthesis of
formal MSC scenarios. In [1] they describe how to generate some implied scenarios from basic MSCs. In [9], [8] they address the problem
of synthesising statecharts from MSC scenarios. In [9] they compose
synchronous MSC-s into statecharts by using global state names in-

corporated in the MSC scenarios. Phases are closely related to global
states, but they are not the same. They have state like semantics
when certain behavioral constraints hold. This state like semantics
is dynamically determined by the concurrent behaviour described
by the requirements. In [2], [3] they define scenario and program
synthesis from live message sequence charts (LSCs). They do not
use global state annotation, however the phase semantics here incorporates some of the ideas of mandatory behaviour from LSCs that
permits the state like semantics to be determined dynamically.
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MSC Phase Transition Scenarios

In this paper we assume MSCs are defined in accordance with the
MSC 2000 standard [10]. An MSC scenario describes message exchanges between processes that achieve a transition between major
operational phases of the system. Consider figure 4, which describes
how a ‘Browser’ process downloads a Java application iteratively
from the ‘Air Interface’ process until it receives the ‘EOF’ message,
or it detects that the file is corrupted. The shortened hexagonals
are MSC condition symbols that describe which operational phase
is active at any time. To emphasize this point we will refer to them
as phase symbols from now on. Phase symbol labels will be identified with propositional boolean formulae in the paper. In figure 4
‘Browser’ starts the scenario in phase ‘Inactive’, that is the proposition ‘Inactive’ is given value true and all other phases are made false
for that process. Then phases ‘Active’ and ‘Load File’ become active simultaneously, hence are given value true and ‘Inactive’ is given
value false. The point at which a phase symbol is introduced into a
scenario is defined as a phase transition. This interpretation of MSC
condition symbols is an extension of the MSC 2000 standard where
condition symbols have no formal semantics. Common engineering
practise treats MSC condition symbols as global states, but unfortunately in an imprecise fashion that forces the phase semantics that
are discussed in this paper.
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Phase Composition Semantics

Each process behavior described by an MSC scenario can be defined as a process algebra term that characterises this behavior up
to strong bisimulation equivalence [5]. From now on we will identify
an MSC with the set of process algebra terms it defines. For a process P we can extract from each MSC scenario Mi a process algebra
term Qi that defines the behavior of P in Mi . In section 4 we will
define a process algebra that permits us to join together these different Qi into a process that describes the implicit phase transitions
of the requirements scenarios. In this section we will motivate the
formal semantics with an informal definition.

For a set of requirements specification scenarios let P be the set
of possible phases that can occur and E be the set of events that
can occur. We regard P as a set of boolean propositions.
Definition 1. A phase trace is a sequence of triples (Si , ei , Si+1 ),
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, where each ei ∈ E and Si , Si+1 ⊆ P. Si denotes
the set of phases that are active before event e, and Si+1 denotes the
phases that are active immediately after e.
In practise Si and Si+1 are usually the same as they represent the major operational phases of the protocols defined by the requirements,
which do not change after every single event. A triple (Si , ei , Si+1 )
is referred to as an annotated event. When a phase trace ends in an
annotated event (S, e, S 0 ) where S 6= S 0 we say t is a phase transition
trace and (S, e, S 0 ) is a phase transition.
Figure 1 describes a requirements scenario where the mobile
handset has a dedicated key that causes a menu of java applications that are available for download to be presented to the user.
Once the user selects one of these applications from the menu the
‘Phone’ process delegates the task of downloading the application to
the (WAP) ‘Browser’ process. Within this scenario it is not specified
how this downloading occurs, it is abstracted away by the action box
‘Download File’.
In figure 1 each process generates a single phase trace. For example the phase trace t0 for the ‘Browser’ process is:
( {Inactive}, ?activate,
{Inactive})
( {Inactive}, !ack,
{Inactive})
( {Inactive}, ?load(URL), {Active})
( {Active},
Download File, {Download})
( {Download}, !download OK, {Inactive})
3.1

Informal Phase Composition Semantics

Informally we can give requirements scenarios the following semantics, which will allow us to construct phase composition processes
from them. Suppose we have a scenario M that defines message exchanges between processes, including the process Q.
Consider two phase transition traces t1 and t2 , where t2 is a suffix
of t1 and terminates with a phase transition (S0 , e, S1 ). I.e t1 = t3 · t2

for some t3 . In this case we say t1 and t2 match and that S1 is reached
consistently. Hence we can suppose each occurrence of S1 defines the
same set of concurrent global states. This leads us to the idea of
phase transition simulation between processes based on the idea of
one process simulating another once a common phase is shown to be
consistently reached.
A process P simulates the phase transitions of Q when the following holds. If we observe a trace of annotated events of P that
leads to a phase transition, with some suffix equal to a phase trace
of Q, then P must be able to simulate the behavior of Q from then
t1
on. Hence, if there are traces t1 and t2 as above such that P −→
P1 ,
t2
and Q −→ Q2 then P1 must be able to simulate Q2 (in the conventional sense). Given a number of specification processes Qi it is
possible to define a canonical process that simulates the phase transitions of them all as will be defined in section 4. That canonical
process captures the legitimate compositions of the scenarios within
an imprecise setting.
Note the above semantics is true if we can assume a phase symbol
is a global state name for some statechart, and is in fact a weakening
of such state semantics. The phase semantics above allows a phase to
act as a global state once there is a match between the behaviour of
two different scenarios. By using such an overlap between scenarios
to define when phase symbols can act in a state like way, we ensure
that they can only be used to compose scenarios where they are
consistently applied.
Consider the examples of figures 1 and 2. Figure 2 describes how
the ‘Browser’ process downloads a file iteratively once it receives
the ?load(URL) message in the ‘Inactive’ phase. Recall that figure 1
abstracted out the details of how the Java application is downloaded.
We can suppose these two scenarios are defined by different feature
teams, quite likely at different times. Perhaps figure 2 is a legacy
requirement specification. Given the informal semantics we can see
how the two ‘Browser’ processes can be joined together within a
single process that represents some of the phase transitions implied
by the two scenarios.
Suppose we observe the initial trace of annotated events for t0
from figure 1 consisting of
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t1 = ( {Inactive}, ?activate, {Inactive})
( {Inactive}, !ack,
{Inactive})
( {Inactive}, ?load(URL), {Active})
In figure 2 the initial annotated event of process ‘Browser’ is
t2 = ( {Inactive}, ?load(URL), {Load File})
This causes a phase transition from ‘Inactive’ to ‘Load File’. Let
us assume within the context of receiving load(URL) that whenever
‘Active’ is an active phase then so is ‘Load File’. Hence the end of
t1 matches t2 . That means after the first two annotated events have
occurred t1 matches t2 in that they contain the same events and are
consistently annotated.
Therefore whenever process ‘Browser’ initially follows the scenario given by figure 1 up to the first phase transition, it must be
able to simulate the subsequent scenario given by figure 2. That
means we can combine the two scenarios into that described by fig-
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Fig. 3. Alternatives Reference for Figures 2 and 4

ure 4. Note that although figure 1 gave no account of what might
happen if the file being downloaded was corrupted the new scenario
describes this case. This would make a valuable test purpose.
3.2

Formal Semantics of Phase Compositions

We will use a Hennessy Milner style of temporal logic [6] to permit
phases to act as a type of temporal guard. A temporal model M
consists of a directed graph G, with vertex labelling ν : GV −→ 2P ,
edge labelling ε : GE −→ E, and some vertex i that represents the
initial moment. We can think of M as representing a model of the
system global states and execution traces.
Temporal formulae are defined as usual:
– M, v ² heiφ iff there is an edge (v, w) ∈ GE such that ε(v, w) = e,
and M, w ² φ. I.e. there is some execution trace from v starting
with e where φ holds.
– M, v ² [e]φ iff for every edge (v, w) ∈ GE where ε(v, w) = e,
M, w ² φ. I.e. for every execution trace from v starting with e, φ
holds.
– M, v ² ¤φ iff M, v ² φ and M, w ² ¤φ for every edge (v, w) ∈
GE . I.e. for all execution traces from v, φ holds.
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– M, v ² ♦φ iff there is some vertex w reachable from v such that
M, w ² φ. I.e. for some execution trace from v, φ holds.
– M, v ² ψ U φ iff there is some vertex w reachable from v such that
M, w ² φ, and for every vertex u on that path to w M, u ² ψ. I.e
there is an execution trace from v where ψ holds until we reach
w when φ becomes true.
The satisfiability of ordinary boolean formulae is defined as usual.
Formula φ is satisfied in M when M, i ² φ. φ is valid when it is
satisfied in every model, when we write ` φ. For formulae ψ and φ
we write ψ ` φ to denote that ` ψ ⇒ φ.

V
V
Definition 2. For a set S ⊆ P, define S = x∈S x. For a phase
trace t = (S, e, S 0 ) · t0 , define its temporal semantics as
^
^
ktk =
S ∧ hei( S 0 ∧ kt0 k)
This formula represents that somewhere within the model M there
should be at least one execution trace with states and events that
match those of t. A context X is any temporal formulae over P
and E. It controls how phases are related across the requirements
scenarios. For the example above, where we assumed that whenever
a load(URL) message is received then Active implies ‘Load File’ until
Inactive, the context would be
¤([load(URL)](Active ⇒ (‘Load File’ U Inactive)))
The temporal context also permits phases defined by different development teams to be given a consistent meaning across all the
scenarios.
Definition 3. For context X we define phase trace t to match phase
trace t0 when
X ` (ktk ⇒ ♦kt0 k)
The matching formula is true when some suffix of the sequence t
contains exactly the same event trace as the whole of t0 , and the
phase annotations of the corresponding events are logically consistent within the context defined by X . Note t1 matches t2 in the
informal semantics example since
¤([load(URL)](Active ⇒ (‘Load File’ U Inactive))) ` (kt1 k ⇒ ♦kt2 k)
Given processes whose actions are annotated events we define
first simulation, and then phase transition simulation. For annotated
0
events
g,VU 0 ) define a ⇐X b when e = g,
V a = (S,
V e, S ) and bV= (U,
X ` U ⇒ S and X ` U 0 ⇒ S 0 .
Definition 4. Define P to simulate process Q within context X ,
a
written as P AX Q, if ∀a such that Q −→ Q0 there is some a0 where
a0
P −→ P 0 such that a0 ⇐X a and
P 0 AX Q0

This simulation relation forces phases to be compatible as well as
ensuring the events are simulated correctly.
t
For a phase trace t = a0 · a1 · · · an−1 , let P −→ P 0 denote that
ai
there are processes Pi , for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, such that Pi −→
Pi+1 , P0 = P
0
and Pn = P .
Definition 5. Define P to simulate the phase transitions of process
Q within context X , written as P DX Q, when the following holds.
t
For all phase transition traces t such that Q −→ Q0 , and for all
phase traces τ that match t, whenever there is a process P 0 such that
τ
P −→ P 0 then P 0 AX Q0 .
In other words, if after being active for some arbitrary time, P subsequently generates a trace of annotated events that match a phase
transition trace of Q, then P must be able to simulate Q from that
time onwards. This implies that a phase transition trace of Q acts
as a kind of temporal guard. If ever the guard is triggered, in the
sense that P can match the phase transition trace, then the rest of
the behavior of Q is then simulated. Note this is a strict weakening
of the global state semantics as in [9], [8] where the phase symbols
of the MSC scenarios are identified with global state names in UML
statecharts.
Let {Mi | 0 ≤ i ≤ n} be a set of scenarios, let Qi be a process
from Mi for each i. That is each Qi defines exactly the observed
behavior of one process in scenario Mi .
Definition 6. We define process P to represent the phase transitions of processes Qi when P DX Qi for each i. The overlaps of P
are those phase transition traces of P that are not contained in any
of the Qi .
Figure 4 describes one of the overlaps given by the phase transition
representation of the ‘Browser’ processes in figure 1 and figure 2.

4

Phase Composition Processes

Let A be the set of annotated events. Let + be the usual choice
operator over process terms. Let · be the usual composition operator
of atomic actions and process terms. Let ρ(X ) : A −→ B be a
boolean valued function that defines when an annotated event is a

P kQ
a · P h⇐ib · Q
a · P h⇐ib · Q
a · P h⇐|ib · Q
a · P h⇐|ib · Q
a · P h⇐|ib · Q
a · P h⇐|ib · Q
a·P |b·Q
a·P |b·Q

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(P h⇐iQ) + (P h⇒iQ)
a · P h⇐|ib · Q when a ⇐X b
a · (P h⇐ib · Q) when a 6⇐X b
(a + b) · (P h⇐|iQ) when a ⇐X b and ¬ρ(X )(a)
(a + b) · (P | Q) when a ⇐X b and ρ(X )(a)
a · P + b · Q when a 6⇐X b and ρ(X )(a)
a · P when a 6⇐X b and ¬ρ(X )(a)
(a + b) · (P | Q) when a ⇐X b
a · P + b · Q when a 6⇐X b and b 6⇐X a

Fig. 5. Phase Composition Process Algebra

V
V
phase transition. That is ρ(X )(S, e, S 0 ) = t when X 6` ( S ⇒ S 0 ).
Note when X is a tautology, then ρ(X )(S, e, S 0 ) denotes that S and
S 0 are disjoint. For annotated events a = (S, e, S 0 ) and b = (U, e, U 0 )
define a + b = (S ∪ U, e, S 0 ∪ U 0 ). For a set of processes Q consisting
of processes Qi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n let πQ denote Q0 k Q1 k · · · k Qn .
In figure 5 we briefly describe a process algebra that defines how
to synthesise a phase transition representation from a set of processes described by the requirements scenarios. For this algebra we
further define | to be commutative and (P h⇒iQ) = (Qh⇐iP ) and
the process 0 to act as a multiplicative zero element for these two
operators, so that (0h⇐iQ) = 0, and 0 | Q = 0. Notice that a + b is
equivalent to b + a, hence in the penultimate axiom
a · P | b · Q = (a + b) · (P | Q)
when a ⇐X b or when b ⇐X a. Finally we assume all the defined
compositional operators in the algebra distribute over summation of
processes. The algebra essentially defines an algorithm for the construction of a minimal phase transition representation as explained
in theorem 1.
The process P k Q will consist of P and Q glued together along
traces from each process that match. The process P h⇐iQ defines
joins between the processes where a trace from P matches a trace
from Q. Process P h⇐iQ acts like P until it reaches an action that
Q is able to perform (if there is such a place). It then changes to
the process P h⇐|iQ. This process now allows P and Q to unfold in
lock step. If this continues until there is a phase transition, then we
have a match between a trace in P and Q. The process P h⇐|iQ will

now become P | Q. If there is no such match then essentially Q is
discarded. Process P | Q allows P and Q to unfold in lock step until
they diverge, at which point it splits into the summation of the two
processes.
t1
t2
Hence if we have two traces P −→
P 0 and Q −→
Q0 where t1
t1
matches t2 , then there is a trace P k Q −→ P 0 | Q0 . If there are no
matches between any traces of P and Q then P k Q degenerates into
P + Q. Because it is possible for a process to have a non-degenerate
match between two of it’s own traces, it is not the case that P k P
is necessarily equivalent to P .
Theorem 1. Given a set Q of processes Qi from requirements scenarios Mi for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, then
P = πQ
is a phase transition representation of Q.
Process P is canonical upto simulation equivalence. That is if
0
P is another phase transition representation of Q, then P 0 AX P .
Define P to be the phase composition process for Q.
Figure 6 is the phase composition process of the two ‘Browser’ processes defined in figures 1 and 2. The dotted arrows represent the part
of the process behavior that is exclusive to figure 1. The solid arrows
are the behavior that is defined by figure 2. The grey box denotes
where phase trace t1 matches t2 . This match defines where the two
‘Browser’ processes are joined together. The process is depicted as a
finite state automaton, where the edges are labelled with annotated
events. The temporal context here causes Active and Load File to be
simultaneously valid, hence both phases are included in the relevant
annotated events. Where a set of phases in an annotated event only
contains a single phase we leave out the surrounding braces for that
set and just write the phase on its own.
In general the phase composition process P is built by joining
together specification scenario processes wherever there is a match
between phase transition traces. Suppose there are two specification
processes Q0 and Q1 , where there is a phase transition trace t0 within
the body of Q0 that matches some phase transition trace t1 at the
start of Q1 . Then P will contain a copy of Q0 joined to Q1 along

(Inactive, !ack, Inactive)

(Inactive, ?activate, Inactive)

(Inactive,?load(URL), {Active, Load File})

({Active, Load File}, Resolve URL, {Active, Load File})

(Active,
Download File,
Download)

({Active, Load File}, !get_handle(file), {Active, Load File})

({Active, Load File}, ?file_handle(file), Read File)
(Read File,
!read(file_handle),
Read File)
(Read File,
Check For Errors,
Read File)
(Read File,
?send(file_handle),
Read File)

(Read File, ?EOF, Download)
(Download, !download_OK, Inactive)

(Read File, Check For Errors, Error Found)
(Error Found, corrupt_file(file), Inactive)

Fig. 6. ‘Browser’ Phase Composition Process

the end of t1 that corresponds to t0 . By exhaustively joining all such
matches together in a single process we construct P . The process
algebra of figure 5 captures this idea formally.
Theorem 2. The phase composition process of theorem 1 is regular.
That is it can always be represented by a finite state automaton.
If in fact phase symbols truly are global state names, then the
phase composition process will always be simulated by the resultant
statechart. Hence traces of the phase composition process are also
traces of any future refinements of the scenarios that transform phase
symbols to global states.
Motorola Pilot
The process algebra in figure 5 can be implemented in an efficient
manner to provide an automated mechanism for generating phase
transition representations of requirements scenarios. A prototype
version of this has been implemented by Motorola UK Research Labs

[7] as an extension of their test generation tool set [4]. Their current prototype does not allow iterative processes, and has not implemented temporal contexts. The prototype has been used on various
existing 3G requirements scenarios and is currently being used as
part of a pilot study during the development of new products.
Phase Composition Test Purposes
It is possible to automatically generate test purposes from the phase
composition process. The phase composition process can be used to
generate new MSC scenarios that describe implicit phase transitions
within the requirements. Figure 4 is derived in this way from figure
6. Such new MSC scenarios can be used to generate test suites via
tools such as ptk [4]. ptk can derive TTCN2, TTCN3 or SDL test
cases directly from MSC requirements using a number of algorithms
to choose which MSC traces to generate the tests from.

5

Conclusion

Around a third of significant defects can be traced to requirements
specifications. Hence it is important to be able to construct a model
of possible compositions of the requirements as an analytic tool to
facilitate the detection of such defects. Such a model is also useful
in ensuring sufficient coverage of test cases for feature interactions
implied by the requirements, which are often caused by composition
between requirements for different features.
Unfortunately MSC requirements scenarios usually have imprecise compositional semantics that makes it hard to synthesise an
analytical model of their possible compositions. Here we have defined a process algebra that defines how such imprecise scenarios
can be composed. The algebra allows phase symbols to have global
state like semantics when there is a suitable overlap of concurrent
behaviour between scenarios. This ensures composition occurs only
where phase symbols have consistent state like definitions.
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